
Vision Frame

10 min1.11b 12 Word Challenge

Help participants fill out their six word calling statement 
with six more words, emphasizing the how of their Life Call.

Give participants 6 minutes to find 6 more words that 
help fill out their LifeCall statement.

This is a continuation of limitation for the sake of 
creativity.

Remind participants they will be able to remove the time 
limitation after this exercise to give more thought and 
revision to their LifeCall statement. 

After you finish this exercise offer the following coaching:
• Participants will now want to land on a completed 

LifeCall statement that is no longer than 15 words to 
maintain both clarity and portability. 

• Direct participants to the examples given in the 
workbook for further guidance.

• Share your complete LifeCall statement and speak to 
how the concise clarity helps to inform and direct the 
everyday of your life. Ask participants to record their 
“best way I can say it today” articulation on the Vision 
Frame Reporting sheet, paper or digital form. This is 
the document that spells out the supporting beams 
of their Personal Vision Frame.

For this exercise, keep time pressure on participants to stir 
up creativity while giving them more language to work 
with, still in a concise statement.

Philippians 3:12-14

Objective, Big Idea & 
Biblical Focus: How it Works: Coaching Tips:

BIG IDEA: Adding six more 
words can help you clarify your 
LifeCall with the: how, where, 
why or with whom.



Vision Frame

10 min

Journey 1, pg. 108-111

Reference:

10 min1.11b 12 Word Challenge
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12 Word Challenge

Take your six word statement and now use your Sweet Spot Inventory to fill out your calling 

statement by adding six more words—to make a total of 12 words:

[Insert Your Name] exists to:

12 Word Examples
Dave R.

 2 Words Fostering Congruence

 6 Words “Making the church a change-agent again!”

 12 Word Calling Statement “Making the church into a change-agent again--training

   believers in wisdom and power.”

Will M.

 2 Words Applying Essence

 6 Words “Helping people experience more meaningful progress.”

 12 Word Calling Statement “Will exists to help ministry leaders experience more

   meaningful progress for God’s glory.”
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LifeCall  Examples

Kim R. (Event Coordinator)
Two Words:    
 Intentionalizing Integration

LifeCall:
 “Kim exists to help others maximize their journey by making every moment matter.”

Rebecca R. (Hospitality Director)
Two Words:      
 Reconstructing Wholeness

LifeCall:
 “Rebecca lives to turn reluctant strangers into resilient believers and families who live in truth.”

Aaron F. (Optometrist)
Two Words:    
 Illuminating Clarity

LifeCall:
 “Aaron lives to help people see both physically and spiritually”

Bonnie W. (Corporate Executive)
Two Words:     
 Cultivating Excellence

LifeCall:
 “Leverage my abilities to cultivate excellence in people and organizations.”

Shane S. (Executive Pastor)
Two Words:   
 Formulating Fruitfulness

LifeCall: 
 “Shane lives to help people and teams actualize tomorrow’s dream by courageously  

  ordering their steps today.”
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Vision Frame  Example 1

Caleb P.
Two Words:    

Cultivating Growth

LifeCall:
Caleb P. exists to:

 “Confidently create tomorrow by courageously confronting today”

LifeCore:

LISTEN CONFIDENTLY
…because I can’t believe for others what I don’t believe is true for myself.

Demonstrated by: Championing Confident Vulnerability

LIVE COURAGEOUSLY
…because being wholehearted is more than half the battle.

Demonstrated by: Championing Courageous Risks

LEARN CONTINUALLY
…because where I am today should not be where I am tomorrow.

Demonstrated by: Championing Continual Growth

LOVE COMMUNITY
…because we is always better than me.

Demonstrated by: Championing Contagious Connections
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Vision Frame  Example 2

Kim R.
Two Words:   

Intentionalizing Integration

LifeCall:
Kim R. exists to:

 “Honor God and love others by helping others maximize their journey

by making every moment matter.”

LifeCore:

OPEN EYES
…because everyone has a journey and a story that needs to be seen.

OPEN HOME
…because everything we have is a missional tool that needs to be used.

OPEN TABLE
…because everyone has a contribution that needs to be celebrated and shared.

OPEN FUTURE
…because every moment is an opportunity that needs to be maximized.
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Please complete the Vision Frame Reporting  worksheet  
on pg. 19 of  your Younique Experience Notebook.


